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Dear Diary…

This is David and Julia from Amsterdam writing. We just entered the night train
for the first time and are super excited to start our 30-day adventure. Since
Kindergarten, we have been talking about how badly we want to see the rest
of Europe. And now that we finally graduated from high school, we have the
chance to do so. Currently we have three very cool cities planned – Vienna,
Lisbon and Paris. We are so thrilled to experience the cities through the eyes
of the locals and broaden our horizons.

Today, I – Julia – am writing the very first entry. The purpose of this travel diary
is to never ever forget the details of this amazing journey and maybe even to
read the contents to our kids, when they are old enough. Not our kids, of
course, you nosy reader, you. David and I are just friends…best friends, to be
exact. And we have been for ages! He is the only one I would want to share
this experience with.

Our train is already moving super-fast and knows the final destiny. And I think
the lady with the delicious snacks is about to enter our cabin. The last time for
a month that I will be tasting our very own Dutch snacks. After today, we will
only be eating the different cuisines from the cities we visit. Oh – there she is,
let me look, if I have got any cents left in my pocket. We will write again when
we arrive at our very first interrail stop. Be excited!! Byee
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Vienna, 10th September 2021, 9 pm

Hi - it's David writing, this was quite an exhausting but exciting first day of our trip.
Julia and I are now in the very first hotel that we will be staying in, which is the Ibis
Budget Hotel. I have found a quiet corner in the lobby area, which is where I am
writing now. To achieve a bit of a structure, I will categorize our adventures into
headings...

The arrival in St. Marx

So as you already know, yesterday we took the night train at 7 pm to travel to Vienna. We

arrived at 09.15 am. Long ride huh...more than 14 hours, if I calculated that right - maths

was never my strongest suit hahah

After our arrival at the Vienna central station, we knew we needed to find the metro station,

the so-called “U1”. Apparently, this underground train is the absolute most efficient public

transport in Vienna and it gets you literally through the whole city. BUT, we needed to find it

first - which was quite a mission. Everyone looked super busy and as if they needed to get

somewhere fast. But eventually, we asked a

teenage girl who seemed to understand

our issue and could communicate in

English with us. She pointed at the moving

staircase and told us we needed to follow

the long hallway, pass the McDonald’s on

the right hand side and then take another

staircase down to the subway platform. Shortly the subway arrived and we entered it- it was

JAM PACKED. No joke...we had our huge backpacks, which infuriated some of the older

passengers, but we couldn’t move for the life of us. Otherwise, we would have laid on the

floor within seconds. It was only three stops until we

had to switch subways to the “U3”. So at the famous

“Stephansplatz” with the huge Saint Stephans’

cathedral, we exited the subway and searched for an

orange sign for the other subway. This is the thing

about Vienna...it is huge and so well connected, but

at the same time, there are like six different subways

with 20 stations each. I doubt that even the Viennese

locals know their way through all of these. With the orange subway we drove until we

reached the station “Erdberg”. From there it was a 6 minute walk to the Ibis Budget, where

we could leave our luggage until the rooms would be ready at approximately 1 pm.
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That’s what we ate

Now that Julia and I had some time to spear, we decided to look for authentic viennese food.

They did not have any snacks at the hotel, except a vending machine, with “Manner

Schnitten” - which are biscuit sheets with nut flavored chocolate in between -, “Nussini” -

which is a chocolate nut bar -, “Kinder Schokolade” things and some beverages. It appears to

us that the nutty flavor is a common favorite here in Austria. The beverages were quite

universal, like Coca Cola, Fanta, Sprite, but also some new things like “Römerquelle

Emotion”, which is sparkling water with multiple sweet tastes. I tried “Birne - Melisse”, which

has a pear and balm flavor - so good!

But we also needed to eat a legit meal from somewhere. We googled a bit and found the

website for the Marx Restaurant, which was 15 minutes away from our hotel. On our way

along the “Leopold-Böhm-Straße”, we found an ATM to withdraw money to pay for the food.

Straight ahead and after a quick left turn, we entered the restaurant

and were greeted with a busy, but genuine

“Grüß Gott, bitte nehmen’s Platz'' while

pointing at the next best table to sit on.

Julia asked the waiter what beverages and

food he recommended to first-time-visitors.

He told us to just wait and be surprised by

what he gave us. After receiving an entrée “Fritatensuppe”, the main courses arrived and

looked so good and homemade. Julia got the “Kalbsrahmgulasch mit Butternockerl” (creamy

veal goulash with butter noodles) and I got the “Gemischter Herbstsalat mit zartrosa

Schweinsmedallions und gebratenem Speck”

(mixed fall salad with tender pork medallions and

fried bacon). And when I tell you - those things

hit the spot SO good,I thought I was dreaming. It

had so much flavor and the portion size was

abnormally huge.

Throughout the week, we also ate some viennese snacks like “Kaiserschmarren” with stewed

plums at the Stephansplatz, of course “Wiener Schnitzel” with fries at a small tavern at the

Danube River and “Apfelstrudel”. So good and always huge portions, I’d love to take some

with me, but unfortunately we cannot store all of it.

Discussions, we had

I am proud to say that we started off our trip without any discussions, which is quite rare

with the two of us ;-) The only thing we discussed was the order we wanted to visit the city

areas in. Julia wanted to see St.Marx, so we went there. So stay tuned.
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Artistic design in St. Marx

After going through St. Marx one picture I still have in my head is the

vintage look of the iconic brick wall facades with an arched entrance

you can find there. These wall facades can be seen at the Marx Hall,

where different kinds of events like music festivals, plays or exhibitions

are hosted. Not only there but also at the entrance of the cemetery

and this characteristic design is noticeable. These wall facades have

historical meaning to St. Marx as they represent the past of this city area.

These are protected monuments of St. Marx.

Later in the day we found a basketball court called “Die Grube”. Many

teenagers and youngsters were here as well. It’s like a hotspot

for the youth. We played some basketball with some people we

met there. I was quite impressed by Julia's skills, I must confess.

I didn’t know she was that good. It is a really cool location. There

is a graffiti wall as well. We got told that this location also gets

used for music videos shoots. I am not surprised.

Modern architecture in St. Marx

When we arrived in St. Marx, the first huge building we saw was

the Biology Center of the University of Vienna. It is next to the

main road where the tram drives. And when I say that this

building is huge, I really mean it. And it's pretty new as well. It

was completed in May 2021. I am really curious how this

building looks from the inside, but I am sure that it must be as

modern as it looks from the outside.

When going further inside through the side streets, we came to

the Vienna Bio Center. Also a very modern and interesting

architecture in my opinion. I googled and found out that over

20 biotech companies, 4 academic research institutions, 3

research communication organizations and a university of

applied sciences are settled here. So it must be a huge building

with several individual buildings inside.

Going further we saw the largest Media Quarter in Austria. Several

editorial offices of the Austrian media industry are settled here.

Residential buildings and the company building “T-Center” as well

are built in a very modern and creative way.
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All those new buildings seem to match with each other. They just all go well together and

seem to have a common structure. All in all, the architecture in St. Marx is very unique. It is

a mixture of old and historic with new and modern.

As many areas of interest are represented in St. Marx, such as biology and research, media

industry, creative industry, business companies and different kinds of events that take place

in the St. Marx Hall, many age groups are represented as well. When we walked through St.

Marx today we saw people from young age to old: students, workers, children, families,

retirees.

All in all – that’s what we liked and disliked

Here in St. Marx there is a lot to see. On our trip to Vienna we actually informed ourselves a

little bit about this city area. We heard that there once was an old animal slaughterhouse

and the central cattle market of Vienna was also here. We were

really curious about what a city area with such a history looks like

nowadays. We saw some statues, which remind of the history

and meaning of the city area in the past. I think that it is really

beautiful and it is important to never forget about the past as

well!

We also went for a walk through the cemetery and saw the

tombstone of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. We have learnt a lot about

him, as the wonder child, in the music classes in high school.

Oh, I nearly forgot to mention: Next Friday, on the 10th there will be an event in the Marx

Hall, and we are actually planning to go there and get a look of the inside. On the 12th of

September the Vienna Marathon takes place and the days

before this event there is a sports exhibition in the Marx Hall.

Runners pick up their numbers and there will also be some

sport stands there, like from adidas. And it is accessible for

everyone. At least that’s what a young man, who we met in

front of the Marx Hall today, told us. If we do go there I will

add a picture later on.

Beside the fact that without the recommendation of our teacher we would have never come

to St. Marx, this city area does have a lot to offer. The main reason why people who have no

connection to St. Marx might come here in my opinion, is the Marx Hall where events take

place. It was nice to see all those modern buildings, however the reason why I should come

here is not really clear to me.
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How do we get to the next city, you ask?

The next destination is Lisbon. I have already checked the route and booked our tickets. As

there is no direct train to Lisbon we have to switch multiple times. We are going to leave the

Vienna Main Station on Saturday the 11th September in the evening and arrive in Lisbon in

the morning of Monday the 13th September. These are going to be the most exhausting

hours of our life. We are going to travel for 35 hours – 1 day and 11 hours. I can’t imagine

how this is going to turn out. Julia and I have agreed that we will play some card games,

listen to music and also watch some documentaries of some cities in Portugal, of course also

about Padre Cruz Neighbourhood. Julia also promised me to watch a documentary about

Cristiano Ronaldo, my favorite soccer player. I hope she will enjoy it as much as I am going

to! 😉
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Lisbon, 20th September 2021, 8 pm

Dear Diary, This is Julia writing. Today I’m writing about how our time in Lisbon has
been. We visited some of the most touristy hotspots in the city, but our favourite
place has been, without a doubt, the Padre Cruz Neighbourhood. It’s where we’re
staying (mostly because we heard about the incredible street art) and we’ve been
having a lot of fun discovering this part of the city.

The arrival

We arrived in Lisbon, at the Santa Apolónia station. It’s a beautiful station in downtown

Lisbon. We were a bit lost when we got there, so we immediately started looking for some

locals to help us get to our hostel! We found a very nice guy called Artur, who’s a Lisbon

local, that was extremely helpful! He told us that he also had to go to his university that’s

close to our final destination, so he offered to be our local tour guide!

We walked for a bit, took some photos in Terreiro do Paço, where he explained to us that in

1755 it was decimated by an earthquake and a tsunami (pretty scary stuff, if you tell me).

After that, we hopped on the train and went to Belém. We visited some of the local

monuments and he took us to the main attraction, which is the Pastéis de Belém store! The

pastry was so yummy, we became instant fans!

After that, we went back in the train to go to Alges (i think that’s how it’s spelt😅), where

we got on the 729 bus that would take us directly to the Padre Cruz Neighbourhood! Artur

had to leave us on the way, as he had class at his university. He told us we just had to wait

until the bus fully stopped and we’d be at our bus stop!

When the bus got there, we immediately headed towards our hostel (SPIN). We were so

tired, that by the time we checked in, we just went straight to bed!

Snacks, we ate

One of our favourite parts of this city was the

food! We always had amazing places to eat and

amazing foods to try. Every day we had

breakfast at the Padre Cruz Neighbourhood

Market! Most days we had a coffee and a

different pastry (we obviously had Pasteis de

Nata a lot hahaha). It kickstarted our days and

made sure we had the energy to visit every

place we went to!

Our lunches consisted of fish most days, we had some grilled sardines and a lot of cod fish

(in many different ways). It became clear to us that the people of Lisbon love their fish

hahaha!
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We had a lot of snacks that were recommended by the very nice locals we kept finding:

“Tremoços”, “Línguas de Gato”, Olives (that David

hates) and diferente chorizos, just to name a few!

Always accompanied by a beer ;) (PS.: I liked Sagres

the most and David loved Super Bock, apparently it’s a

very big rivalry for the Portuguese haha).

For dinner we always ended up finding a party to join!

They mostly served grilled meat on bread (it was

delicious btw) with some chips and sauce. We highly

recommend everyone to try the ‘Bifana’.

Discussions, we had

We had a few head to heads in this part of our trip. As I mentioned earlier we disagreed on

the best beer (hahaha) and in some of our food choices, nothing major though. We agreed

that we should focus on the artistic part of the Neighbourhood, but we didn’t expect the art

in itself to cause so many rifts between us hahaha. But, taste is very specific and we are

open minded young people with contrasting opinions, so it’s completely normal! All in all we

still made sure our trip was enjoyable.

Hostel (SPIN)

We have to mention our hostel! It was completely

different to where we were staying in St Marx. For one, it

wasn’t an actual hotel, so we didn’t have an isolated

room. We had to share our room with a couple from the

U.K., Liam and Sophie, who were also visiting Lisbon! The

SPIN Hostel is also involved with the Erasmus+ program,

so we got to know a lot of cultures and a lot of people

from different countries! We had an activity where we

actually got to know the people who were with us at the

hostel, and the countries they come from. We had to showcase the Netherlands as well, and

I think we nailed it!!! The funniest thing was that we found a guy that was from Vienna, and

we talked with him about our experience in the city (he said we went to the right places and

that even himself wouldn’t have suggested a different trip). All in all, I think our experience

at this hostel was amazing and we definitely need to come back at some point.
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Street Art

At our hostel reception we asked if there was a

good route to take through the neighbourhood in

order to see all the street art. They were so nice

that they got one of the local volunteers to guide us

through the streets of the neighbourhood! That’s

when we met Jairson. A local teenage boy that has

an amazing love for the artwork around the

neighbourhood, and that one day, dreams of

getting his own art in a building facade!

Jairson took us from the

streets of the ‘Old Carnide’,

where he showed us this painting of two locals sitting on a bench. It

represented the generational shock that existed in the part of town,

and it forms a connection between everyone that lives here. There’s a

little detail that many may not know, but we found out by talking to

Jairson, but the young boy in the painting is sitting on the side of the

newer part of the neighbourhood, while the grandma is sitting on the

older side of the city area (just a little easter egg for you ;)).

After this, he took us to the most recent part of town, where we

found a lot of amazing paintings with amazing backstories. But, the

most fascinating one in our eyes was this one that had a lady with an umbrella. It was

painted by Nomen, one of the biggest graffiti artists in Portugal! The fact it was so colourful

reminded us of our home country and it really spoke to us.

We asked Jairson why Carnide was so focused on art and street art, and he explained that it

was a way to improve the area’s reputation! We thought that it was a very clever way to do

that!

All in all – that’s what we liked and disliked

Our time in Lisbon has been really fun, and there’s definitely a lot to enjoy here.

We highly recommend people to come visit Lisbon and, if they like art, they should go to the

Padre Cruz Neighbourhood.

Everyone we found and got to know was extremely nice, which made our experience even

more enjoyable. We found that the food was very nice and it was a very cool different

experience to have.

We really liked getting to know the locals that welcomed us with open arms at the Hostel,

and anyone that helped us get around the city. For example, if it wasn’t for Jairson we
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wouldn’t have understood why the street art is such an important part of this

neighbourhood.

Just like David said in Vienna, other than the street art, there’s not really anything else that

completely defines this area, so it doesn’t really create any major interest from people

outside of it.

How do we get to the next city, you ask?

So, our next stop on our Interrail is… PARIS! The city of love hahaha! We’re going to take a

train there, from the Santa Apolónia station. It’s a trip that takes almost 20 hours (i know…)

but will definitely take us to a beautiful city. David said we’d play some cards and listen to

some music again (I convinced him to listen to some french songs hahah). We’ll also watch a

movie, which we’re still trying to decide on :). Well, bye bye Lisbon, and Paris…
HERE...WE...GO!
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Paris, 29th September 2021, 6 pm

Hey, welcome back. This is David again. Julia and I were exhausted after a 20 hour
train ride, but we played cards, drank some beer and also had a little rest on the
train… and finally we arrived at our hotel!!  We asked the service staff (what a lovely
girl) speaking in English with a cute French accent, she told us which crepes were
good and where to go in Paris, and highly recommended La Défense (told us we had
to go there, super enthusiastic!)
I’m sitting on a chair in my room, such a long day… trust me, i will have a good
dream…. the same for Julia I guess!

The arrival in Paris

After an exhausting trip, we arrived in Paris, and decided to go to the district of La Défense

to stay there in order to have time to visit everything.

At 9:30 am, we arrived at the citizens, a hotel located just in front of the U arena. As soon as

we entered the hotel we were totally immersed in a very French universe, businessmen

ready to go to a meeting, and tourists like us passing through Paris. Once our luggage is

deposited in our room, we decide to go to the heart of La Défense to have a French-style

brunch, small pastries and coffee to start the day. We found a very nice place called l'atelier

Artisan crepier, and we were impressed by the quality of the service offered. The little

French croissants were so good, Julia learned that the French often call pains au chocolat,

chocolatine, it was so much fun to learn how to pronounce it in French.

We went to the big arch, to see this incredible place which is so big but especially which has

such beautiful architecture. For the record, I learned that this architectural work had been

thought to be geographically positioned in the direction of the Arc de Triomphe, they are

exactly opposite each other but at a greater distance.

We then went shopping at the Westfield mall, a very large mall that has many stores and

some games and attractions to attract families on weekends.

Snacks, we ate

We have heard that the French have a long tradition of gastronomic

culture and that the various elements that come together in Paris make

it a place where food comes together. Walking through the streets of

Paris, apart from the temptation of fashion, we

could see the temptation of food everywhere,

with bakeries and alfresco cafes all over the streets, and we were

overwhelmed by the number of guides to Parisian food and

restaurants. During the lovely moment at the cafe, which reminds us
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of those moments in Lisbon, the environment is so different, in Paris the coffee time can be

a private time between friends or even by yourself!

Discussions, we had

Julia and I talked about Paris, the capital of France and one of the largest cities in Europe,

which is still undoubtedly the fashion capital of the world.

Also Paris has a rich cultural heritage, including the Louvre

Museum, Notre Dame Cathedral and, last but not least,

the Eiffel Tower. But we want to see a different kind of

Paris and try a traditional and authentic baguette! As Paris

has a large international population, even if we don't

speak French, I think it would be okay for us! In terms of transport, the metro is the most

convenient, cheap and safe way to get around Paris. If we have the time, we agree that

then buses are also a good option for experiencing Paris.

Some history places in La defense to catch

Pavillon des Indes, as we learn from the website, this place

was built for the 1878 Paris Exposition, and is today located

in Courbevoie, adjacent to the Park of Bécon. It has been

listed as a historic site since 1987.. It consists of two

symmetrical parts connected by a promenade and erected

on the Champs Elysees like the other pavilions in the Iron

Palace. The building had a planned life of six months,

however, after the exhibition, the two parts were sold

separately. One part was moved near La Défense, the part

we visited, and is currently used as the artist's studio of

painter Georges Achille Fourdes.

It was listed as a historic monument by decree

of May 27, 1987, but had to be urgently

reinforced in the 1990s because the building,

made mainly of larch wood, had sunk by about

20 square centimeters. From his interior, full of

historical pine furniture and lace curtains that

give the beauty of the era, Julia and I felt the

wealth and charm that time has given to the
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city. ps: The brick part is now used as a studio for an artist who is a student of the National

Higher Institute of Fine Arts.

Then after this little history trip, we placed ourselves to

the main place we wanted to go the most, the defense!!

You must be wondering how we can get there, in fact, in

a city where the metro is growing rapidly, it is a pleasure

and a joy to ride the Tramway on which we could enjoy

the city view, walking through the streets and alleys to

expand our horizons.

Modern architecture in La defense

When we arrived at la defense, the first thing we saw was a

large empty lot, slightly disappointing, but when we turned our

heads, the Arc de Triomphe de La Défense stood in front of us.

The Arc Triomphe stands right in the middle of the whole La

Defense, also it is right at the exit of the metro.

Under the introduction of our friend, we walked to the Arc de Triomphe directly below and

looked east with our backs to the west. A straight avenue stretched from our feet to the Arc

de Triomphe in Paris up to the Champs-Elysees, just like the information we found on the

Internet before, the original straight avenue belonged to

Henry IV, which was built specifically for him to go

hunting. Nowadays, if you live in the center of Paris and

want to come to La Défense, you only need to take the

metro line 1 and you can arrive here after about 20

minutes

Turning our heads on the other side and keep

walking a little, Julia and I saw a big sign saying “les

quatre temps” which is the largest shopping center

in France with more than 200 stores, which contains

major French and international brands, from clothes

to daily necessities, there is also a movie theater

UGC, restaurants of various countries and children's

play area and other family activities, providing lunch

and shopping convenience for people who work here,

and we can feel that the Four Seasons Mall as an
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integrated food, drink and entertainment business center, is an integral part of the local

people living in La Défense.

As we continued walking in this area, we found out that there is a Campus named Campus

de l'Arche - IESEG. It's a building located 200 meters from the Grande Arche, in the Arche

Gardens and the town of Puteaux. We just finished high school, so it was interesting to visit

the local institution of higher learning during our trip, and we had the pleasure of chatting

with the ieseg students, who told us that the campus in La Défense is expanding, which is so

nice that we find out the diversity of uses and functions within the La Défense space.

Since we were so excited for this trip, Julia and i woke up

so early to start our trip, so that both of us agree that we

desire to have a little drink at a fancy place which is in the

19th floor of hotel Melia, considered to be the only

rooftop in La Défense, you can't believe the views of the

capital they offering.

Of course, we didn’t order a whole bottle of wine,

because the price of this fancy place was pretty good too, Julia and I ordered a cup of

cocktail for each of us.

As we enjoyed our drinks, we casually gazed into the distance to take in the beauty of Paris,

especially at night when you can't enjoy how beautiful it is at night and how dazzling the

glittering Tower is.

All in all – that’s what we liked and disliked

As we walked through La Défense, we found a number of interesting little sculptures, which

I've put here so that we don't forget these nice little interesting memories.

The statues were so

abstract, beautiful

and striking that Julia and I felt different levels

of shock, and we both discussed and decided that “Pair of Lovers

Playing with Almond Blossoms” by Robert Haligon was our favourite,

the reason why both of us love it which is perhaps a bit of a cliché, but

it really shows the unique charm of the romantic city of Paris.
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How do we get back home to Amsterdam, you ask?

During the days we spent in the streets of Paris, Julia and I were

able to enjoy the unique charm of this city. Finally we finished

our days with a train that will take us three hours and twenty

minutes to reach our home in Amsterdam from Paris Gare du

Nord train station after checking the exclusive Paris train app

named Omio.

  On the journey back, I'm sure Julia and I have many, many

memories to share about the trip, all those photos, the videos, and the helps from these

strangers gave us. What a wonderful gift!

Our final thoughts on the Interrail Adventure

Dear diary, We decided to write this part together, as we’re making this our
last entry!
Our interrail adventure ends today, and we’re obviously sad to be at the end…
But, we’re also extremely happy that we had this chance to get to know three
different countries that have so much in common! It was such a nice
experience that allowed us to know more about our continent and even about
ourselves!
We hope that we can do it again sometime soon, and it’s really something we
recommend every young person to do!!

Goodbye Diary, and thank you for being our confidant ;)
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